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Truancy is a serious problem in Australian schools. This article examines how the law has been utilised as a
strategy to control truancy in one of the Australian states, Queensland. The truancy problem in Queensland
has recently attracted national attention in that a controversial federal intervention designed to reduce
truancy is presently under trial in that state: the Improving School Enrolment and Attendance through
Welfare Reform Measure (SEAM). SEAM authorises the quarantining of welfare payments to parents who
fail to send their children to school. Queensland state laws allow for the prosecution of parents who fail
to ensure that their children attend school. These state laws are, however, rarely implemented. The article
speculates as to why this is the case and asks whether the law – federal or state – has a legitimate role to play
in improving school attendance. While the main focus of the article is Queensland, truancy laws in other
Australian states and territories are examined in order to explain the extent to which they correlate with or
depart from the Queensland approach.

I Introduction
The purpose of this article is to explain legal initiatives to control truancy in Queensland,
Australia, and to examine their utility in terms both of reducing truancy and of potential,
unintended, educational and social problems that they raise. The article looks, particularly, at
the Queensland legislation which compels school attendance and holds parents accountable for
their children’s failure to attend. It looks too at a recent Federal Government welfare quarantining
initiative to reduce truancy, the Improving School Enrolment and Attendance through Welfare
Reform Measure (SEAM). Queensland has agreed to trial SEAM in three communities. Laws
from the other Australian states and territories will be considered where they contrast with or
confirm the Queensland approach, and as such, potentially illuminate deficiencies or strengths
in the Queensland approach. The article does not, unfortunately, consider the causes of truancy
except to make a general survey of what experts have suggested they may be. Nor does the article
consider solutions, other than legislative solutions, to truancy except to suggest that they are
multifaceted and derive from social and educational strategies in conjunction with the legislative
strategies.
The article concentrates on government responses to truancy rather than the responses
of the independent education sector. The Queensland Government is responsible for driving
the legislative agenda, has taken ‘ownership’ of the problem, and is held accountable for its
management by the Queensland parliament. Any evidence that is available of the extent of the
problem is from the state sector. It is likely, moreover, that persistent truancy is a more acute
problem in the state sector as students at independent schools disengaged from the education
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system find themselves back within the state sector. The state has a watching brief, however, on
what happens in the independent sector as principals of independent schools may be obliged to
provide access to school attendance data so as to ‘help ... an authorised person to decide whether
or not a parent is contravening [the legislation]’.1
While there is anecdotal evidence that truancy is a significant problem for Queensland
schools it has, until recently, been difficult for members of the Australian public to access data
capable of confirming that position. In May 2010, however, the Queensland Government released
comprehensive student attendance statistics for its state schools if not for the first time, then for
the first time in a very long time. These statistics do reveal that Queenslanders are right to be
concerned that too many children and young people are disengaged from the education system.
It must be conceded at the outset that, at least in recent times, truancy has come to be seen as an
educational and social issue as much as, and perhaps more than, a legal one. As such, legislative
measures to control it are merely part of a suite of measures. They are a part, however, which
has come to be so rarely called upon to address the Queensland truancy problem, that it is fair to
examine what role they actually play and whether, even, they are necessary at all.

II The Queensland Truancy Problem
Truancy in Queensland schools receives continual media attention as the Queensland
Government struggles to contain what appears to be a continuous decline in school attendance.2
We cannot be sure, however, of exact numbers of ‘unexplained absences’ because the Government
has steadfastly maintained a line of talking in terms of ‘attendance rates’ rather than ‘truancy
rates’. Any figures it reveals have not distinguished between students absent from school for
genuine reasons and those truanting. The most recent figures from the Queensland Department
of Education and Training (DET) show that state wide attendance rates are steadily declining:
91.8 per cent in 2007, 91.1per cent in 2008 and 90.7 per cent in 2009.3 The more comprehensive
school by school attendance figures released in May 2010 relate to Semester 1, 2009 and allow
us, for the first time, to identify particular schools and localities where the attendance rate is so
low that the only reasonable assumption is that truancy is a particular challenge. More than 25
percent of state schools had attendance rates of less than 90 percent, twenty schools had rates of
less than 80 percent and the lowest rate was 56.2 percent at Urandangi State School.4 The worst
performing schools were all located in indigenous communities or in disadvantaged communities
on Brisbane’s southern and western outskirts.5 These figures are consistent with more informal
reports from 2009 of a ‘growing problem’ of truancy in these areas.6
Launching a new truancy policy approach in October 2008, then Education Minister, Rod
Welford, gave some insight into the extent of the problem by explaining that an attendance rate of
92 percent equated to each Queensland student missing 18 days of school each year.7 Mr Welford
accepted, however, that, ‘[m]ost students only take a few days off each year due to illness or
family reasons. So obviously there are some students who are absent a lot more days than the
average’.8

A Queensland Truancy Law Reform
Queensland truancy laws were updated in 2006 as part of a new Education (General
Provisions) Act 2006 (Qld) (‘Education Act’).9 The laws will be explained in detail, below. It is
worth noting at the outset, however, that two particularly significant changes were introduced under
the new Education Act. First, ‘cracking down on parents out of touch with their child’s schooling
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attendance’,10 penalties were doubled for parents who did not meet their obligations to see that
their children attended school.11 The maximum penalty available for a truancy offence is now
12 penalty units, $1200. Secondly, the new Act changed the period of compulsory involvement
in education. Before the changes, a Queensland child could leave school upon turning 15. The
current position is that a child must be ‘earning or learning’ until the age of 17. This change was to
address concerns that under the old regime, ‘at least’ 10 000 young Queenslanders aged between
15 and 17 were languishing in unemployment queues having left school without completing Year
12.12 Department of Education and Training statistics were that while 34 per cent of 15-17 year
olds were in full time employment in 1981–1982, only 8.4 percent were in full time employment
in 2001-2002. Across the same period, part time employment increased from 15 percent to 36.2
percent,13 but this number, of course, included students attending school. The inference drawn
from the statistics was that too many young people were:
not in school, not in training and not in any kind of substantial work [and]... [t]he future
is bleak for most of these people unless better ways are found to help them re-engage
in learning to gain the skills and qualifications needed to survive and prosper in today’s
society.14

B Queensland Truancy Laws in Detail
In Queensland a child is of ‘compulsory school age’ from the age of 6 years and 6 months
until he or she turns 16,15 or completes Year 10.16 The Education Act obliges parents17 to ensure
that their children attend school during the compulsory phase of education. Parents must ensure
their children are enrolled,18 and attend,19 or face prosecution. The maximum penalty is, for a
first offence, 6 penalty units ($600) and for a subsequent offence, whether or not it relates to the
same child, 12 penalty units ($1 200).20 Parents are excused compliance with the legislation, if
they have a ‘reasonable excuse’.21 The Act indicates that a reasonable excuse will encompass the
situation where the parent does not have day to day responsibility for the child, and believes, on
‘reasonable grounds’, that the other parent is seeing that the child attends school.22 Significantly,
it also indicates that a reasonable excuse will encompass the situation where the parent is ‘not
reasonably able to control the child’s behaviour to the extent necessary to comply’ with the Act.23
Parents may seek an exemption for a ‘stated’ or ‘indefinite’ period.24 The laws do not apply
when a child is registered for home schooling25 or suspended or excluded.26 The laws do not apply
when a child has a contagious disease27 or is otherwise ill, unless the period of absence associated
with the illness exceeds 10 days, in which case a parent must apply for an exemption.28 Exemptions,
generally, may be granted if a child ‘cannot attend’ school or ‘it would be unreasonable in all the
circumstances to require the child to attend’.29
As noted, above, a very important change introduced by the Education Act is the extension
of the period of compulsory education. A ‘compulsory participation in education or training’30
stage commences after the ‘compulsory schooling’31 phase. During this phase, a ‘young person’,
to adopt the terminology of the Act,32 must complete up to a further two years of education,
training or work.33 This phase ends when the young person turns 17 or gains a Senior Certificate
or a Certificate III vocational qualification.34 As with the compulsory schooling phase, parents
must, unless they have a reasonable excuse,35 meet their obligation under the act to ensure the
attendance of their child or face prosecution.36 A similar penalty regime also applies: 6 penalty
units for a first offence and 12 penalty units for subsequent offences.37 Similar exemptions for
illness,38 for suspension or exclusion39 and for home schooling are available.40 The laws also
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do not apply, however, if a young person is in paid employment (25 hours or more a week)41 or
participating in an employment skills development program.42 It is also important to note that
during the compulsory participation phase of education, a young person him or herself, as well as
a parent, may seek an exemption from the attendance requirements under the Act.43
Before the parent of a truant may be prosecuted for an offence under the Act, various notice
and meeting provisions are prescribed by the Act. The steps towards prosecution are essentially
the same for both the compulsory schooling and compulsory participation phases of education:
•
•
•
•
•

A notice to the parent is issued outlining the obligation under the Act to ensure attendance of
their child;44
The parent may be required to attend a meeting to discuss the truancy;45
If a meeting is scheduled, ‘reasonable steps’ must be taken to ensure the parent attends;46
If the parent does not attend a meeting as required, a further notice, a ‘warning’ notice may
be given;47 and
If the parent has failed to attend a required meeting, and has been warned, a prosecution may
be commenced with the consent of the ‘chief executive’.48

It should be noted that the truancy notice provisions in the Education Act are a series of
‘may’ provisions. The effect of this is that if, at any stage in the process, the child’s attendance is
restored, the progression towards prosecution is short-circuited.

C Implementation of the Education Act by the Queensland
Department of Education and Training
DET policies informed by the Act actually allow even more opportunities for a parent to
comply with the legislation, than the legislation itself, before referring the matter for prosecution.
Under the policy,49 the laws are only engaged in respect of ‘regular or persistent unexplained
absences or absences where reason given is considered unsatisfactory’ and ‘after the failure
of ‘informal and personal approaches with student and parent’.50 If the truancy persists, more
formal steps will be taken, but still outside the legislative framework. Legislative provisions are
engaged only after the failure of significant informal and formal attempts to ensure compliance.
In summary, the departmental approach is as follows:51
•
•
•
•
•
•

Informal attempts to resolve absenteeism;
Written letter containing an invitation to discuss the absenteeism;
If attendance still unsatisfactory one week later, written letter containing an invitation to
attend a meeting;
If attendance still unsatisfactory one week later, notice issued under the Act and ‘reasonable
steps’ taken to meet parent;
If no meeting held and attendance still unsatisfactory one week later or if meeting held
and attendance still unsatisfactory one week later, warning notice issued under the Act of
intention to refer the matter for prosecution; and
If attendance still unsatisfactory one week later, matter referred for prosecution.

Note that throughout the process, a school should be ‘regularly attempting to contact parents
and offering other avenues of support’.52 Note, too, that the timelines specified are a ‘general
guide’.53 The timelines anticipate, however, a minimum of 5 weeks of failed negotiations between
school and parent before a matter is referred for prosecution.
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It must be acknowledged, then, that DET legislative measures to combat truancy are part of
a wider suite of measures. The department’s current approach to managing truancy in its schools
is the ‘Every Day Counts’ initiative which was launched in October 2008:54
Every Day Counts is a state-wide initiative addressing the issue of student attendance at
school. The initiative is designed to change parent, community and student attitudes to
school attendance. It requires the support of both parents and the community if student
attendance is to be successfully addressed.55

The policy acknowledges that ‘[t]here is no quick and simple solution, nor a “one-sizefits-all” approach to improving school attendance’.56 It is interesting that the policy positions
truancy as a community problem — ‘attendance at school is the responsibility of everyone in
the community’57 — while the laws position it as a parental problem. Strategies implemented are
certainly directed at improving parent attitudes, but also at student and community attitudes. In
recent times schools in the state system have experimented with a variety of programs to reduce
truancy from appointing ‘truancy officers’ to track down missing children,58 to breakfast clubs59
and even reward vouchers.60

D Improving School Enrolment and Attendance through
Welfare Reform Measure (SEAM)
The Queensland Government agreed in late 2009 to be part of the Commonwealth Improving
School Enrolment and Attendance through Welfare Reform Measure (SEAM) pilot program.
SEAM does not reduce or replace ‘the primary responsibility of state and territory education
authorities to respond to truancy issues’.61 It is intended as ‘an additional tool to help resolve
intractable cases of no enrolment or poor attendance’.62 At time of writing, it is not clear from
the legislation, and the pilot has not been in operation for sufficient time to determine from the
evidence of the scheme’s implementation, whether the SEAM penalty regime is an alternative to
or additional to the penalty regime in a state act, such as the Education (General Provisions Act)
2006 (Qld). There has been some criticism, however, that the program inappropriately relieves
the pressure on state governments to take action to solve the truancy problem.63
The SEAM program, which affects around 2000 families, commenced in Queensland in first
term 2010 in thirty schools located across the Logan area on Brisbane’s south eastern outskirts,
and the indigenous communities of Doomadgee and Mornington Island.64 It is fair to say that
these are areas of community disadvantage, but this is, arguably, necessary to the scheme as the
signal feature of SEAM is that it allows for the quarantining of welfare payments to parents of
persistent truants. Therefore, the trial locations need to be communities with a high incidence of
welfare dependency. SEAM is part of a tranche of ‘welfare conditionality’65 reforms authorising
not only welfare quarantining but also income management and designed ‘to foster responsibility
and to provide a platform for people to move up and out of welfare dependence’.66 It is related to,
for example, and has perhaps been inspired by, a similar joint venture between the Queensland
Government and the Federal Government and the Cape York Institute for Policy and Leadership,
the Cape York Welfare Reform Trial (CYWRT) which has been running in 4 indigenous Cape
York communities67 since 2008. The CYWRT is due to finish in 2012. That trial provides for
welfare management orders to be issued where individuals ‘breach their welfare responsibilities’.68
Truancy is just one of a series of triggers69 which may give rise to an intervention. Impact on
truancy has been mixed with most recent reports indicating that attendance has increased since
2007 in two communities and decreased since 2007 in two communities.70 It is interesting that
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the Queensland SEAM trial, for the first time, expands a welfare management approach beyond
indigenous communities and into Queensland’s urban heartland.
The Commonwealth Government has sought to justify its intrusion into truancy law,
which has traditionally, and perhaps, constitutionally,71 been regarded as a state responsibility,
by claiming that truancy undermines the potential for success of its core education policy, the
‘Education Revolution’. The Government’s focus on education is interrelated with its focus on
welfare reform in that education is regarded as the pathway away from unemployment, welfare
dependency and criminality:
We cannot have an Education Revolution and give every Australian child a world class
education if they are not going to school.
We will not be able to improve literacy and numeracy, increase the Year 12 retention
rate or close the unacceptable gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous education
outcomes if kids are not turning up to class.
We know that students who are regularly absent from school are those at greatest risk of
dropping out of school early, becoming long-term unemployed, dependent on welfare and
interacting with the criminal justice system.
We know that the majority of parents do the right thing by making sure their children
go to school everyday, but for those who don’t, their kids are missing out and this is not
acceptable.72

Like the Queensland legislation, under SEAM parents are responsible for ensuring the
attendance at school of their children and parents are penalised if they fail to do so. Whereas
under the Queensland legislation, the penalty for non-compliant parents is a fine, under SEAM
the penalty is suspension of social security payments. Like the Queensland legislation, the policy
behind SEAM is to modify parental behavior in order to benefit children. The implication is, of
course, that attendance at school improves educational outcomes and life prospects. The clear
ambition of the Commonwealth is to sever what it claims to be ‘the established link between
low educational outcomes and a number of undesirable outcomes such as increased likelihood
of welfare dependency, unemployment and in some cases involvement in the criminal justice
system’.73
SEAM does not explicitly impose a regime of compulsory attendance; instead it relies
on individual schools reporting that students,74 and their parents,75 are not compliant with the
state attendance laws. Once a school has so reported, a series of ramifications unfolds. First, an
‘attendance notice’ may be issued to the parent ‘requiring the [parent] to take reasonable steps
... to ensure that the child attends school as required by the law of that State or Territory’.76
The notice must allow a period for the parent to comply of ‘at least 28 days after the notice is
given’.77 There is a discretion to extend the initial compliance period allowed.78 If the compliance
period expires without compliance being demonstrated, a social security payment (‘schooling
requirement payment’), which would otherwise be payable to the parent, will not be payable.79
Payments may be suspended more than once.80 Payments withheld may be returned, if a parent
complies with the attendance requirements within a 13 week period.81 There is the facility,
however, for a noncompliant parent’s withheld payments to be cancelled altogether.82 Explanatory
material83 accompanying the introduction of the trial suggests that cancellation would be an
‘extreme measure’84 and would be considered only when other interventions, such as restoring
withheld payments and suspending payments for a further period and referring the affected
family to Commonwealth or State support service.85 The government department responsible
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for administering the scheme, the Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and
Indigenous Affairs, has also sought to reassure the public that ‘where a child has unsatisfactory
school attendance despite the best efforts of their parents to work with the school to resolve this,
no suspension of payments will occur’.86

III The Utility of Legislative Solutions to Truancy
It is clear that truancy is a persistent problem despite the existence of legislation authorising
the imposition of penalties on parents who do not ensure that their children attend school. Indeed,
truancy seems to have increased in Queensland since the penalties under the Education Act were
doubled in 2006. One reason for this disconnect must be that the laws allowing prosecutions are
only rarely implemented. This suggests that they create a regime designed to deter as much as
to punish. This suggests, also, that there is a residual reluctance to prosecute parents, which in
turn suggests some underlying concern that to prosecute parents may not be an apt solution to the
problem. It is appropriate, at this point, to examine these issues relevant to the utility of legislative
solutions to truancy in a little more detail.

A Prosecutions under the Education Act 2006 (Qld)
Just as the Queensland Government has been hesitant to release comprehensive truancy
data, it has also been hesitant to release data relating to the prosecution of parents for failing to
discharge their obligations under the Education Act. While it may be true that in Queensland, ‘[i]n
the old days information simply went from the school to the truancy inspectors and the inspector
brought prosecutions’,87 the anecdotal evidence is that prosecutions are now extremely rare. One
parent was prosecuted in 2006. He or she pleaded guilty and was placed on a good behavior bond.
No conviction was recorded.88 In July 2009, media attention was focused on the fact that police
had commenced proceedings against the parents of a boy from Tully, in far North Queensland,
who was absent from school without excuse on over 300 occasions over a two year period.89 The
outcome of that prosecution has not been publicised but its novelty was evident in that it was
described as a ‘landmark case under the state’s new truancy laws’.90

B Welfare Quarantining under SEAM
Unlike the Queensland Government, the Federal Government has shown some willingness
to follow through on threats of penalties. In April 2010 it was reported that 121 Queensland
parents had been contacted under the scheme and compliance notices were issued to 27 but no
suspensions had occurred.91 Jenny Macklin, Federal Minister responsible for the implementation
of the pilot, told the Courier Mail newspaper that:
[the] objective is to get the kids to school ... That’s what we’re on about. So if we can
get them to school without suspending their parents’ payments, obviously we prefer to
do that. But in the end, if parents don’t get the message, then obviously that (suspending
payments) is what will happen.92

The first instances of welfare suspensions under the Queensland SEAM trial have now
occurred. As at 10 September, 2010, 45 parents in Queensland had had their income support
suspended for failing to ensure the regular school attendance of their children. There is no
detail available as yet as to whether the suspensions occurred in the urban or remote indigenous
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communities involved in the trial or as to whether the interventions have improved school
attendance generally in the trial areas.

C The Approach in Other Australian Jurisdictions
Queensland is not the only Australian state to avoid prosecuting parents. While pressure
is mounting for governmental action on truancy in Victoria, for example, there is anecdotal
evidence that truancy fines available under current education legislation in that state have never
been enforced.93 The maximum fine in Victoria is linked to the duration of the absence: 1 penalty
unit (currently $119.45)94 per day.95 There are similar calls for truancy law reform and a campaign
of prosecutions in South Australia. The South Australian education minister revealed in 2009 that
only six parents had been prosecuted in the preceding 25 years.96 In South Australia the maximum
penalty is $500.97 In Western Australia, a truancy prosecution was brought for the first time in
February 2010. A man whose two daughters were absent from school for more than nine months
was prosecuted under the School Education Act 1999 s 38 which provides for a maximum penalty
of $1000. He was not fined but was ordered to pay more than $2 000 in costs and placed under
a conditional release order.98 In Tasmania, prosecutions are a ‘last resort’ and only six parents
were prosecuted for truancy offences between 2005 and June 2009.99 In Tasmania the maximum
penalty is 10 penalty units100 (currently $130)101. The Northern Territory government has admitted
that it does not enforce truancy laws.102 In the Northern Territory the current maximum penalty is
$266 (2 penalty units).103 In the ACT, where the maximum penalty of 10 penalty units ($1 100)104
is the same as Queensland, the first, and, it appears, only prosecution under the current Act took
place in 2009.105 The ACT Minister for Education has claimed, however, that compared with the
rest of Australia, ‘overall there are not any particularly alarming, high levels of truancy in the
ACT’.106
It is interesting to note, in contrast, that truancy prosecutions are not uncommon in New
South Wales. Indeed, in 2009, 658 matters were referred for legal action resulting in 108 fines.107
Not only is the threat to prosecute acted upon, the maximum penalty which may be imposed
was increased in 2009, in dollar terms, from $1 100 to $11 000 (100 penalty units108), an amount
nearly 10 times higher than that available in Queensland. Moreover the NSW laws now allow
for the imposition of a community service order instead of a fine.109 When the truancy reform
laws110 were introduced into New South Wales Parliament in April 2008, the then Premier, Morris
Iemma, said, ‘We want to give our children every opportunity in life and the twin building blocks
are good parenting and a good education ... This is about parental responsibility’.111

D Prosecutions as a Deterrent
Prosecutions, and the imposition of penalties, are seen as a ‘last resort’ in Queensland. This
‘last resort’ rhetoric has been repeated by Queensland education department officials,112 school
principals113 and police prosecutors.114 Despite the recent spate of welfare interventions under
SEAM, the Commonwealth Government too is committed to penalising only as a last resort:
Temporarily withholding a parent’s income support will be a last resort. This will only
occur when the parent has failed, despite help from the school and Centrelink, to exercise
parental responsibility. 115

It is self evident, perhaps, that laws which impose penalties for non-compliance are intended
to deter as well as, or even rather than, to punish.116 The threat of punishment is intended to
encourage compliance so as to avoid the penalty. This is clearly the policy behind truancy laws
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which impose a penalty only after various other means of encouragement towards stimulating
‘parental responsibility’117 have been exhausted. The evidence of the entrenched truancy problem
in Queensland, however, suggests that in order to maintain the poignancy of the threat, the
effectiveness of the deterrent, it may be necessary that some parents are prosecuted so that all
parents are made aware that there are real consequences which flow from a failure to obey the law.
Parents who ‘flout’ the law are held to account and, moreover, a warning message reverberates
through the community.
There is some evidence from NSW that prosecutions may improve attendance. A New South
Wales Department of Education and Training report indicates that school attendance rates in New
South Wales were stable from 2004–2009 with approximately 92 per cent of government school
students at school each school day.118 Other Government figures suggest that, under the old regime
of lower fines, ‘in around 50 per cent of cases, attendance improves in the three months following
a conviction’.119 This is some evidence that prosecutions work to improve the attendance of the
children of those prosecuted, but not necessarily that they work to improve attendance figures
generally. The increased penalties introduced in 2009 are aimed at improving the ‘50 percent’
result for the children of parents prosecuted and school attendance generally.120 They are intended,
therefore, as a harsher penalty and as a bigger threat and as a more effective means of changing
parental behaviour. If the figures do improve in New South Wales after 2009, there will be some
evidence to suggest that higher penalties are a more effective means of reducing truancy.
There has been some demand in Queensland for it to adopt a tough approach in line with that
adopted in NSW. Whilst not clearly articulated, the rationale seems to be that parents must ‘get
the message’ about or be held ‘accountable’ for their children’s antisocial behaviour. Eminent
Australian indigenous educator, Chris Sarra,121 while reiterating the ‘last resort’ message, is of the
view that ‘prosecuting parents … will help’; 122 ‘[u]ltimately there are some parents who actively
disengage from schools and they’ve got to be held to account in a way that any other Australian
parent is’.123 The Queensland Association of State School Principals also regards prosecutions as
necessary to the effectiveness of truancy laws: ‘We believe prosecutions should happen. We don’t
want to make the kid the victim in all of this’.124 Then federal Opposition families spokesman
and now Opposition leader, Tony Abbott has argued that ‘[t]he simple and straightforward way
to get the message out that parents have a responsibility to send their kids to school is to renew
the long-standing Australian practice of truancy prosecutions’.125 DET Queensland has reportedly
suggested increasing fines again and the implementation of a streamlined approach to prosecutions
implying a renewed interest, perhaps, in prosecuting parents.126

E The Reluctance to Prosecute
Underpinning the reluctance to prosecute, perhaps, is an intuition that do so is a flawed
solution to truancy. Stepping up penalties on paper without actually enforcing them may be
nothing more than rhetoric designed to respond to the popular perception that governments need
to ‘get tough on truancy’. Government is, or should be, aware, however, that there are potential
problems with punishing parents in order to benefit children. First, in that truancy laws penalise
parents, they are built on an assumption that parental failure is the cause of truancy. Secondly,
punishing parents may entrench the disadvantage and dysfunction that research has demonstrated
is associated with truancy.
In a revealing and personal recent interview, a Minister in the Victorian Government touched
on these problems as informing his reticence to support an Opposition push to strengthen truancy
laws in that state:
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Gavin Jennings, Minister for the Environment, Climate Change and Innovation, says the
power to punish parents already exists, but he believes its use would be damaging to lowincome families in the long run.
He said he was forced to stay home once when he was a child because there wasn’t enough
food in the house.
Mr Jennings said his parents were too embarrassed to send their children to school without
lunch.
‘Fining my family $116, which is the current penalty that’s available, would in fact have
only made our problems worse,’ he said.
Mr Jennings said there was power under the Education Act [Victoria] to slap parents with
fines but he wondered whether that law should be used.
‘From time to time you think up powers and ways in which you can enforce that,’ he said.
‘The power does exist. Is it a wise power?’127

The assumptions underpinning truancy penalties like those in the Queensland Education
Act and SEAM may be baldly stated as follows: bad parenting causes truancy and punishing
bad parenting will produce good parenting and prevent truancy. While bad parenting may be a
cause of truancy, it is naïve at best, and dangerous at worst, to attribute anti-social behavior to
any one cause. As stated at the outset, a comprehensive survey of the causes of truancy is beyond
the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say, that it is well established that anti social behavior in
the young may result from poverty, drug abuse, educational failure, mental illness, bullying,
boredom, conflict, fear as well as ‘bad parenting’.128 The trouble with punishing ‘bad parenting’,
however, is that it may exacerbate or entrench other causes of truancy. SEAM, particularly, in
that it explicitly targets families which are clearly already disadvantaged, has attracted strong
criticism on this basis:
The rhetoric of blaming the parents is evident in public discourse, such as the proposed new
truancy laws which may prevent families from receiving social welfare if their children
are not attending school. Further support should be made available to these families,
which does not involve punitive measures such as restricting payments or creating further
division for families. Punishing parents for the inimical behaviour of their children, which
may be the result of a fatality in the family, or being a victim of family violence, is counter
productive.129
Legislators need to be concerned about the impact of the suspension or cancellation of
income support payments on families who are more likely to live in circumstances of
relative, if not acute, disadvantage. In the absence of sound evidence about the effectiveness
of payment suspension in inducing behavioural change what will be the impact on parents
and children when income support is withdrawn? How do these unintended impacts
improve the likelihood of improved school attendance or do they amplify risks?130

Government support for a multifaceted approach to solving truancy may amount to implicit
acknowledgment that the causes of truancy are more complex than bad parenting. Moreover,
government reluctance to prosecute parents may amount to implicit acknowledgment that
penalising parents may ultimately penalise their children. As Gavin Jennings, Victorian Minister
for the Environment explained, ‘[f]ining my family $116, which is the current penalty that’s
available, would in fact have only made our problems worse’.131
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IV Conclusion
While an intuition that penalising parents may cause more harm than good is likely to be a
factor behind the reluctance to prosecute parents for the truancy of their children it may also be
the case that policy makers suspect that penalising parents does not work. Former Queensland
Education Minister, Rod Welford, has been blunt in expressing the reasoning behind his reluctance
to invest in prosecution as a solution to truancy:
My interest is in doing what is effective to get students to attend and not expending
resources on expensive prosecution if that’s not in fact going to result in high levels of
student attendance.132

Can it be established that prosecutions and penalties work to reduce truancy? Despite the
NSW evidence canvassed above, it could be argued that any evidence that fines, low or high,
are effective strategies to change parental behaviour will inevitably be muddied by the fact that
legislative remedies co-exist with other strategies designed to reduce truancy. This is a problem
with assessing the value of legislative remedies in any jurisdiction. In NSW, of the 658 matters
referred for legal action in 2009, 205 were withdrawn. DET (NSW) acknowledges that a reason
for withdrawal of charges is that ‘attendance improves’.133 Did attendance improve because of
the legal action or because of other support mechanisms in place? NSW employs 110 Home
Attendance officers, for example, to assist parents to develop strategies to comply with their
obligations.134 Similarly, DET Queensland policy is that ‘[t]he process of engagement with
parents continues even after a recommendation to prosecute is made’.135 In the SEAM pilot the
emphasis is on utilising other interventions to support parents and children contemporaneously
with the mandated steps towards welfare quarantining.136 Communities involved in the CYWRT
which have demonstrated good attendance figures since the implementation of the welfare reform
trial, have been praised also for their creative experiments in improving student engagement —
experiments which involve the giving rather than the removing of support and welfare.137 How
does one separate out those parents who get their children to school as a result of the threat of
prosecution and penalty, or of lost income, from those who do so as a result of counselling and
support, or innovative engagement strategies, or incentives? Queensland schools have proved
innovators in developing programs to increase engagement and reduce truancy, and to improve the
educational outcomes of their students without further compromising fragile family dynamics.138
If the law is to continue to play a role in the management of truancy, there is a need for Australian
primary research, exploring not just Australian contexts but international research evidence on
how law can intersect with other strategies to provide effective intervention for student truancy.
Keywords: Queensland; truancy; education law; welfare conditionality.
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